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to utter the magic word " Science ". Is it really Science we
liave in mind when wejhink of a reorganised and mentally
reconditioned world ? Or are we taking the advancement of
Science merely as the sample of the process of sustained free
rationalisation, a process capable of a much wider extension
to human affairs in general ?
Science, as we know it now, gathers prestige as its scope
extends, and as the need for experimental teamwork and rapid
interchanges increases, it seems to be losing much of its early
immunity from interference and perversion. Jt does not hold
power but it creates it now in enormous volume. It has
completely revolutionised war, but it has not abolished it.
A hundred years ago and scientific research was still mainly
a free private activity and science could get along as. that,
Now it pannot do so. Now it is open and exposed and con-
tinually more vulnerable, and every salesman in the world is
trying to attach it and profit by it. But he still finds a diffi-
culty in its essentially protean quality.
The attitude of militant Germany to Science is peculiarly
interesting. The bulk of the Gerinan people has been
disciplined to acquiescence for centuries. That rebellious
factor which breaks out in new discoveries and creative
inventions has been well nigh drilled out of them. On the
other hand, as part of their disposition to subservience, they
have a greater respect for scientific achievement than any
other people, with the possible exception of the new Russians.
They want to capture it and make it their own. So that they
will follow up and do more with suggestions and leading ideas
that come to them from abroad than almost any other people
The theory of National Socialism, and especially its intense
racialism, is pseudo-scientific. Homo Tewler var. Gtrmaniats
is far less hostile on principle to knowledge and new ideas than
are the pluto-Christian-democracies.
The group of adventurers, bored by inferiority, who, with
such remarkable success, have been selling the world death by
unending totalitarian Var, and incidentally having a glorious
time, have no use for the religious appeal. They find it a
dead appeal. They get better results by producing pseudo-

